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§1. INTRODUCTION 
THIS is the third of three papers on the Torelli group J ,  that is, the subgroup of the mapping 
class group ~¢t which acts trivially on homology. In the first paper [-3] we treated the problem of 
finite generation of J ;  the ideas and notation of that paper will reoccur here, and we shall 
assume familiarity with them. In this paper we will calculate two abelian quotients of J ,  
namely the universal abelian quotient J / J '  and the universal Ze-vector space quotient J / J2 ,  
where je  is the subgroup generated by all squares in J .  IfMg, l is a surface of genus g > 3 with 
one boundary component and Jg, 1 is its Torelli group, then the author has previously 
constructed two surjective homomorphisms a: Jg, 1/Jd21 --' B3,1, where the target group is a 
certain Zz-vector space of "cubic polynomials (see [5]), and z: o¢g.1/o¢~. 1 ~ A 3 Ht(Mg.I,Z) 
where the target is the 3rd exterior power of the homology of Mg. 1 (see [6]). The principal 
results are as follows: 
(a) a is an isomorphism, and hence j2  = [~t,~2), j ] = if, where ~/(t2) is the subgroup of 
~ '  which acts trivially on H1 (Mg, 1, Z2) and c~ is the common kernel of all the Birman-Craggs 
homomorphisms ( ee [1] and [5] for definition of these homomorphisms). 
(b) o¢~, 1= Ker tr c~ Ker 3, and hence Jg, 1/J~, 1 is a certain pullback constructed from B a, 1 
and A3HI (Mg.l, Z). These results verify conjectures of [7] and [6] respectively. 
The paper is constructed as follows: in the next two sections we review briefly the 
definitions and properties of the homomorphisms a and z, as well as some necessary results 
from [7], and then construct some relations which show how to calculate ~'/o¢' from J / J  2. In 
Section 4 we begin the calculation o f J / J  2 by showing that ~t'~2)acts trivially on it and hence 
that o¢ 2 = [~t 't2~, J ]  and j / j2  has the structure of a module over ~¢¢/Jt ' 2J. In the following 
section we begin by establishing the isomorphic nature of a for genus 3 surfaces, and then use 
this and the module structure on j / j2  to prove the general result. In the final section we do 
the corresponding calculations for a closed surface Mg, o of genus g > 3. 
The following notation will be used consistently throughout he paper: 
Mg, l is a surface of genus # > 3 and one boundary component. 
~t'g,1 = no(Diff + Mg.1, reid) is its mapping class group of orientation preserving 
diffeomorphisms. 
./¢~2) and ~¢g 1 0,1 , are as defined above. 
3"0,1 is the subgroup of Jg, 1 generated by twists on bounding simple closed curves. The 
twist map of a simple closed curve y is denoted T~. 
Ag, 1 = Jg, 1/J~, 1 is the universal abelian quotient of J0,1. 
Tg, 1 is the image of ~g, 1 in A0,1. 
Uo, 1 = Jo, 1/ j21 is the universal Z 2-vector space quotient of Jg, 1. The group operation 
will be written additively in the above three groups. 
Akl = AkHI(Mg, I ,Z) 
Ak, 1 rood 2 = AkH1 (Mo, 1, Zz). 
The subscripts g, 1 will frequently be omitted when clear from context. 
a.b is the algebraic intersection umber of the homology classes a, b. 
Sp(g) = Sp is the group of symplectic (i.e. intersection preserving) automorphisms of 
H 1 (Mg. 1, Z).  
*This work supported in part by NSF Grant No. MCS 77-24103. 
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Sp2(# ) = SP2 is the group of symplectic automorphisms of H I (M~. ~,  Z2) .  
The action o f~¢ on H 1 (M, Z) gives a standard map ~t' --, Sp which is classically known to 
be surjective, and we may thus identify ~/¢/~ with Sp; likewise we will identify ~I[/.1l ~2~ with 
Spz. 
SCC = simple closed curve; BSCC = bounding SCC. 
BP = "bounding pair" = an ordered pair (7, 6) of  SCC's which are disjoint, homologous, 
and are individually non-nulhomologous. 
I f  7 is a BSCC, its aenus is the genus of  the unique subsurface of M~, ~ of which 7 is the 
boundary, and likewise for a BP (7, 6). As shown in [8], Jg, 1 is generated by "all BP maps of 
genus 1", that is, by all maps TrT~ x where (~, 6) is a BP of genus 1. Similarly, Y~. 1 is generated 
by all "BSCC maps of genus 1 and 2", that is, all maps Tr where 7 is a BSCC of  genus 1 or 2. 
§2. THE HOMOMORPHISMS o AND ~: SYMPLECT IC  SPACES 
To begin this section we quickly review the definition and properties of  the homomorph-  
isms z and o'. Let (7, 6) be a BP of genus 1 in M = Mg. 1, with ~: ~ 6 the boundary of the 
subsurface S of M• The BP map f= T~T~ -1 is in J and z ( f )  = a ^ b ^  cEA~,x, where c is the 
homology class of  7, oriented (in the standard way) so that S is on its left, and a, b are any 
homology classes o fH  1 (S, Z) c H 1 (M, Z) such that a •b -- 1• I f  on the other handf i s  a BSCC 
map T~ then z ( f )  = 0; hence, z (3") = 0. For any f6  J and h ~ M¢ we have z (hfh-  1) = h (z(f)),  
where the action of  h on A~, 1 -- A3H1 (M, Z) is the standard one induced by its action on 
H I (M, Z). Note that since J acts trivially on H 1 (M, Z )and  hence also on A~. 1, the latter is 
actually a module over J / / J  = Sp. Finally z: Jg. 1 - '  A~. 1 is surjective (reference: [6])• 
To state the corresponding results concerning a we must first define the Boolean 
polynomial algebra Bg. 1 -- B. This is by definition a Z2-algebra (with unit 1) with a generator 
for each x6H 1 (M, Z2) and subject to the relations: 
(a) x + y = ~ + 37 + x'y,  where x 'y  is the mod 2 intersection umber; 
(b) ~2 = 
The relation (b) implies that p2 = p for any p ~ B, and also that if e i (i = 1 . . . . .  20) is a 
basisfor H 1 (M, Z2)then the set of  all monomials ei e . . . .  e i (0 < r <_ 20; 1 -< i I < i 2 < . .  • 
• . 1 ~2 • 
< k k , ,  , ,  < i, _ 20) IS a Z 2-basis for B. The subspace Bg, 1 = B generated by all monomials of  degree 
< k is the space of Boolean k-nomials. 
I f  nowf  = TrT f  z is a BP map of genus 1 as in the first paragraph of  this section, we have 
a( f )  = ~i/~(~ + 1)~B~,I, where a, b, c are now the corresponding mod 2 homology classes. I f  
f = T~ is a BSCC map, where 7 = CS and a i, bi (i = 1 , . . . ,  genus (S)) is a symplectic basis of 
genus  (S) 
HI(S,  Z2)~Hz(M,  Z2), then a ( f )= ~ dl/~ i. The law a(h fh -1)=h(a( f ) )  holds for 
i= l  
f~  J ,  h ~ Jg,  where h acts on B by h(~) = h (x) for x ~ H 1 (M, Z2), with obvious extension to all 
of  B. Since ~t '~2~ acts trivially on B, the latter is actually a module over j /~¢<2)  = Sp2. Finally, 
a: Jg ,  z ~ B3,1 is surjective and takes ~Y- onto B 2 (reference: [5]). 
In what follows we will frequently need the language and results concerning symplectic 
spaces as developed in [7], Section 2, and we give here a resumd of that material. We begin 
with a free module V (of finite rank) over either a field (for us, Z2) or the integers, endowed 
with a bilinear map of V x V to the coefficient ring R and denoted by x 'y for x, y ~ V, such that 
x 'x  = 0 for all x ~ V. The bilinear form will be called the intersection form. The radical of V is 
the set of all x ~ V such that x.y = 0 for all y ~ V and is denoted by rad V. The intersection 
form is primitive if for every linear functional j:. I /~  R satisfying f ( rad  V) = 0 there is an x e V 
such that f (y )  = x 'y  for all y~ V. For R a field this condition is automatic. A primitive 
intersection form for which rad V = 0 is symplectic. A symplectic space V has a symplectic 
basis al, b i (i = 1 . . . .  ,½rank V) where ai.a j = bi'b s = 0, all i , j and al.b s = 61s (Kronecker 
delta). More generally, if V is primitive it has a basis a~, b~ (i = 1 . . . . .  9), c s (j = 1 . . . . .  n) 
where {al, b~} is symplectic and {cs} is a basis for rad V. 
A subspace W of V is symplectic if the intersection form restricted to W is symplectic. The 
following serves as a correction to an incomplete definition of [7]. 
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Erratum: When R = Z the definition of a primitive subsapce W of V given in [7] should 
read: W is primitive if the pairing restricted to W is primitive and W is rationally closed in V, 
that is, my ~ W with m e Z, v e Vimplies that v e W. It can be shown easily that Wis a primitive 
subspace iffthe pairing on Wis primitive and tad Wis rationally closed. In particular, the one 
dimensional subspace generated by v e V is primitive iffit is rationally closed, that is, iff v is no 
nontrivial integer multiple of another vector of V; the latter property gives the standard 
definition that v is itself primitive. I fR is a field, primitivity of subspaces i  automatic. Thus, the 
words "primitive", "rationally closed", etc. have content only if the ring is Z. 
If X is any subset of V, we write X ± for { v e V I x'v = 0, all x e X }; X ± is a rationally closed 
subspace of V. It is easy to see that if X is a primitive subspace of V then so is X ", and if V, X 
are symplectic, so is X ± and we have V = X~X i. Finally, if V is symplectic, an intersection 
preserving automorphism of V is called a symplectic automorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  V is symplectic and W ~ V is primitive, then there is a symplectic basis 
{ai, bi} of V such that a basis for W is given by ai, bi (i = 1 . . . .  k), a t (j = k + 1 . . . .  , m), the 
latter set of elements forming a basis for rad W. Conversly, given any basis for W of this type, that 
is, elements ai,b i (i = 1 . . . .  k) which are symplectic and aj (j = k + 1 . . . .  , m) which are a 
basis for rad W, they may be extended to a symplectic bsis of V. 
COROLLARY 1. A primitive subspace W may be extended to a symplectic subspace of 
dimension dim W + dim tad W. 
COROLLARY 2. If, IV, W' are primitive subspaces of (symplectic) V then there is a symplectic 
automorphism of V taking W to W'  iff dim W = dim W ' and dim rad W = dim rad W '. I f  ai, 
b i (i = 1 . . . .  , k), c# (j = 1 . . . .  , m) is a basis of the above type for Wand a'i, b'i, c) a similar basis 
for W', then the automorphism ay be chosen so as to take each basis element of Wto the 
corresponding one of W'. 
If V is symplectic ts group of symplectic automorphisms will be denoted by Sp (V). Given 
any primitive lement ae V, the transvection 1",: V -* V is given by Ta(v ) = v + (a" v)a for all 
v ~ V. To is in Sp(V), and in fact Sp (V) is generated by all transvections. It is easily seen that 
T~(v) = v + n(a.v)a. If ~, is an SCC of Mg, 1 and c its homology class in HI (M, Z) then the 
action of the twist map Tr on H1 is given by the transvection Tc. 
Finally, in [7] we used the notation (c~, Cz . . . .  , c,) for the subspace of V generated by the 
elements c~, Cz . . . .  , c,. We will make this more explicit here by writing sub (c~, c2 . . . .  , c,) 
instead. This concludes our review of the material in [71, Section 2. 
§3. THE RELATION OF Ag. I TO Ug, 1 
We first apply the results of [71, Section 4 to produce aconvenient notation for "maps" in 
J / J '  = A, analogous to the notation for maps used in[31. As shown in [7] Section 4, the 
image of a BSCC map T~ in A, where 7 = ~S, depends only on the subspace H I (S, Z) 
c HI (M, Z), and for every sympletic subspace V of HI (M, Z) there is a BSCC ~ such that 
HI (S, Z) = V. Thus, if (cI . . . .  , c2k) is a basis for a symplectic subspace of Ht (M, Z), it 
determines a unique lement in A which we denote by [ci . . . .  , C2k]. Note that this element is
actually in T, since it is the image of some T~ ~ F. 
The corresponding statement for BP maps is slightly more complex. I f f  = TyTf ~ where 
w 6 = ~S, then the subspace H~ (S, Z) c H~ (M, Z) is primitive, and if c is the class of 
(oriented in the standard way), then c generates rad H: (S, Z). The image of f in  A depends 
then only on the subspace H~ (S, Z) and the preferred choice c of generator for rad H~ (S, Z). 
As in [7], a primitive subspace of H~ (M, Z) with one dimensional radical and specified 
generator of same is called a polarized subspace of ~ (M, Z). It was also shown there that every 
polarized subspace occurs as that of some BP map,* and was further pointed out that the 
*Note: the proofgiven ofl7], Lemma 9is incomplete due to the incorrect definition of primitive subspace given 
there. It becomes complete, however, if we adopt our present definition and note that he generator f r the radical of 
a polarized subspace will itself be primitive and hence representable as a simple closed curve )'o of M; this point was 
missed in [7]. 
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inverse map f -  1 corresponds to the polarized subspace (H 1 (S, Z), - c ) :  the subspace itself is 
the same as for f, but the radical generator has been changed. 
Definition 1. If sub (al, 32 . . . .  , a2k, C )c  H I (M , Z is a primitive subspace and c 
generates its radical, then the corresponding polarized subspace determines a unique element 
in A which we denote by [al . . . .  , a2k  [C]. Note that [al . . . .  , a2k I - -C ]  = - -  [a  1 . . . .  , a2k [C] 
in A. 
We have chosen square brackes to denote elments in A = J / J '  just as in [3] we did so to 
denote elements (namely chain maps) of J .  To make this relation clear, we introduce the 
following definition, which is just an algebraic analogue of the corresponding Definition 1 of  
[3]. 
Definition 2. A chain in H 1 (M, Z) or H~ (M, Z2) is a sequence of elements (c~ . . . .  , c,) 
such that 
(a) ci'ci+l = 1, all i < n, and ci'cj = 0 if l i - j l  > 1. 
(b) In case n is odd, c~ +c  3 + . . .  +c ._  2 +G is primitive. The definitions of  length, 
parity, etc. of  a chain are as in [3], Definition 2. 
It is easily seen that if n is even and (cl . . . .  , c,) is a chain then the subspace 
sub (cl . . . .  , c.) is symplectic (a symplectic basis is given by al = cl, b I = c2, a2 = ":1 -t- C3, 
b 2 = C4, a 3 = C 1 +C 3 -t- C5,  b 3 = C 6 . . . .  ). Hence [Cl, • • •, c.] is well defined in A and is the 
image o fa  BSCC map Tr. I f  on the other hand n is odd then the pairing on sub (c 1 . . . . .  c.) is 
primitive and its radical is 1-dimensional nd generated by -t- (cl + c3 + • • • c._ 2 + c,) which 
is primitive by hypothesis, so sub (Cl . . . .  c.) is a primitive subspace and we have unique 
"maps"  [Cl,C2,...,C,_l[.-]-(c1-.[-c3-Jv ...-.~-Cn) ] in A. But let (71,72 . . . . .  7,) be a 
geometric hain as defined in [3] and let the homology class of?i  be ci: then (cl . . . .  , c.) is a 
chain in H1 (M, Z). We claim that the image in A of  the geometric hain map [71 . . . . .  7.] is 
one of the above two elements determined by (c 1 . . . . .  c,). In fact, the positive twist of  
[71, • • •, 7.] is taken on that boundary curve 6 of  the regular neighbourhood of  w 7~ which 
i 
lies to the left of  71,73 . . . . .  7,; upon orienting 6 in the standard way, we then easily find its 
homology class d to be - (c I + c 3 + . .. + c,). Thus the polarized subspace of[71 . . . .  ,7.] is 
(Cl, C 2 . . . .  C,_ l id) and we have 
PROPOSITION 2. If(71 . . . . .  7.) is a geometric hain and c i is the homology class of 7 i then 
(c l , .  . . , c , )  is a chain in H I (M,Z) ,  and if n is odd the image of [71 . . . . .  7.] in A is 
[c l ,  • • • , c , _  11 - ( c l  + c3  + • • • + c . ) ] .  
Because of this proposition, it makes sense to introduce the alternate notation [cl . . . . .  c,]  
for the element [c 1 . . . . .  c,_ 11 - (cl + c3 + • • • + c.)] of  A when (Cl, • • •, c.) is an odd chain 
of  H~ (M, Z). This gives greater unity to the notation since now both even and odd chains of  
HI  (M, Z) determine unique elements of  A, and for n odd the image of [71, • • •, 7.] is 
[cl . . . . .  c.];  we will find both notations useful in the sequel, however. To complete the 
notational analogy, when (7~ . . . . .  7,) is an even geometric hain let us agree to define the 
chain map [71 . . . . .  7.] e~¢ to be the positive twist on the BSCC boundary of  a regular 
neighborhood ofT~ ~ • •. w 7,. We then have [cl . . . . .  c.] is the image in A 0f[71 . . . . .  7,] 
for even n as well. 
A "rood 2" version of  the above material was also treated in [7]. It was shown there that 
the images of  a BSCC map T~ or a BP map TrT ;  1 in the abelian quotient j/[~Ct2~, j ]  
depends only on the corresponding subspace Hi(S,  Z2)~ Hi (M,  Z2); no polarization 
information is necessary even for the BP case. As in the integral case, every subspace of 
H 1 (M, Zz)of appropriate type determines a well defined element in j /[~¢~2), j ]  and we 
adopt the same notation as before. Thus whenever (cl . . . . .  c.) is a chain in H1 (M, Z2), 
[cl . . . . .  c,]  is an element of  j / [~ct2) ,  j ]  and if n is even this element is in the image of J .  
Recall that A = J / J '  has the structure of  an J l -modu le  induced by the conjugation 
action of ~¢/on J .  Since J acts trivially in this way on A, A is actually a module over ~/ J  
= Sp. Likewise, o~'/[-,A~(2), o ¢-] is a module over  [ . /~ /~. / [2 ) ]  = Sp 2 = Sp(H I (M,  Z2))" 
Maintaining our analogy with the notation of  [3], we write this action of  h ~ Sp on a e A as 
h ,  a (and likewise for the mod 2 case). 
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PROI'OSlTION3. I f  (Cl , . . .  ,C,) is a chain in H I (M,Z  ) (or HI(M, Z2) ) then 
h* [Cl,. • . ,  c,] = [h(cl) . . . .  , h(c~)] in A (or j / [ j¢(2),  j ] ) .  
Our notational scheme is now complete, and we are in a position to begin our 
determination of the structure of A = ~ ' / J '  and its relation to U = j / j2 .  
LEMMA I. I f  a'b = 1 in H 1 ( M, Z) and if c l, c2 generate a rationally closed rank 2 subspace 
of {a, b} ± and satisfy cl "c2 = 0, then the relation [a, blcl +c2] - [a ,  blcl] - [a ,  blc2] 
= [a, b] holds in A. 
Remark. The conditions on c~, c2 are equivalent to the condition that sub (a, b, Cl, c2) is a 
primitive subspace of rank 4 whose radical has basis c~, c2. 
Proof. It was shown in [8] that in a surface of genus g >- 3 a twist on a BSCC e of genus 1, 
as shown in Figure 1, is a product of three BP maps (Ta3TaZl)(Ta2TaZl)(TaTa71). Let e, f 
be a symplectic basis for the homology of the genus one surface bounded by ~ and let di, d'i be 
the homology classes of the curves ~i, 6'i, oriented as shown. We clearly have d~ + d'i = 0 and 
d'l + d~ + d~ = 0. Using our notation scheme the following equations hold in A: 
Ta T~ ~ = [e, f ld l ]  = [e, f l -d '~]  = - [e ,  fld'l] 
and likewise, 
T62T67~l = - [e ,  fld'2] and T6 T673t = [e, f l -d '3 ]  =[e, fld'~ +d[]  
Finally, T~ = [e, f ] ,  so we get 
[e,f] = [e, fld'~ +d[]  - [e ,  fld't] - [e ,  fld'2] in A. 
Now e'f  = 1 and we see easily that d'l, d[ are in {e, f} ± and generate a rationally closed 
rank 2 subspace therein. Furthermore d'x .d~ = 0. Thus e,f, d't, d'2 satisfy the same conditions 
as a, b, c~, c2 and hence we may apply the second corollary of Proposition 1to conclude that 
there is an h ~ Sp taking e,f, d[, d[ resp. to a, b, Cl, c2 resp. Transforming the above relation by 
h and using Proposition 3 gives the desired relation. 
LEMMA 2. I f  a'b = 1 then 2[a, b] = 0 in A. 
Proof. Lemma 1 tells us that [a, b] = [a, b [c I + c 2] - [a, b 1cl ] - [a, b [c 2 ] for any 
c~, c2 e {a, b} ± satisfying the required conditions, and in particular, the relation still holds if 
we replace c~ and c2 by their negatives. Doing this and using the fact that [a, b [ -x ]  = 
- [a, blx] gives 
[a, b] = - [a ,  blcl +c2] + [a, blcx] + [a, blc2] = - [a ,  b] 
i.e. 2[a, b] = O. 
Fig. 1. 
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LEMMA 3. I f  a~, b~, a2, b 2 is a symplectic basis for a subspace of H~ (M, Z), then [a~, b~, 
a 2, b2] = [a~, b~] + [a2, b2"] in A. 
Proof. We may find disjoint BSCC's ~h,/~2 of M which bound disjoint genus one 
subsurfaces $1, $2 such that H~ (S~, Z) = sub (a~, b~), and then any band connected sum ~ of 
r/1 and ~]2 is a BSCC bounding S~ u S 2 u band; the homology of this surface is sub (a~, b~, 
a2, b2). Now in the corollary of Theorem 4B in [4] it was shown that T~ -- T~ T~ rood ~ ' .  
Writing this as an equation A gives the desired result. 
Since ~,  ~ is generated by all BSCC maps of  genus 1 and 2, we have: 
COROLLARY. 7", the image of 5" in A, is generated by all 2-chain "maps" [a, b], and every 
element ofT is of order 2, that is, T is a Z2-vector space. 
LEMMA 4. (a) 0 ~ Tg, 1 ~ Ag, 1 2. A~, 1 ~ 0 is split exact. 
(b) U is the quotient A/2A = A @Z2, and the induced maps T ~ U and U ~®zL /, 3 
T®Z2 3 -Ag, l rood 2 ~ 0. mod 2 give another exact sequence 0 ~ T ~ U 
(c) The square U A 3 is a pullback diagram. 
A 3 mod 2 
Proof. By [4], Theorem 5, the sequence 1 ~ ~ ~ J & A 3 --* 0 is exact and ~ ~ J ' ,  so 
dividing out by J '  gives us an exact sequence 0 --* T~ .4 --, A 3 --, 0. Since A 3 is free abelian, 
this sequence is actually split, proving (a). I f  we tensor it with Z2, it remains (split) exact. But 
since Tis a Z2-vector space already, T®Z2 = T. Also, .4 ®Z 2 = A/2A is clearly j / j2  = U, 
so the tensored sequence may be written 0 ~ T~ U --* A 3 rood 2 ---, 0, proving (b). We will 
henceforth think of T as a subgroup of both A and U. 
It remains to prove (c). We are asked to show that the map A---, U (~A 3 given by 
x --, (x ® Z2, r (x)) is one to one and has image all (u, 2) such that z (u) = 2 @ Z 2 in A 3 mod 2. 
Suppose first that (x ®Z2,  r(x)) = (0, 0). Then z(x) = 0 implies xeT  by part (a), and by 
part (b) the map T ~ U given by x -* x @ Z 2 is 1 - 1, so x = 0, which shows the injectivity of  
,4 --* U (~A 3. Let now (u, 2) satisfy z(u) = 2 rood 2. Since ~: A --, A 3 is surjective, choose f~ e A 
such that z (fl) = 2. Modulo 2 we have then z (f~) - z (u) i.e. the element  = f l  ® Z2 - u in U 
satisfies •(t) = 0 in A 3 rood 2. By part (b) we must have t lives in the subspace To f  U. Treating t
as an element of  A we put f =f~ - teA  and find its image in U isf~ ®Z2 - t  = u, and ~( f )  
= r ( f l )  = 2. This finishes the proof  of  (c) and the lemma. 
This lemma shows that A is known once we determine U. The next two sections will be 
devoted to that purpose, and will in fact show that a: Ug. 1 ~ B~, ~ is an isomorphism. 
§4. ~2)  ACTS TRIVIALLY ON U 
Recall that j¢~2) is the subgroup of ~ '  which acts trivially on H 1 (M, Z2). Since J acts 
trivially on U (the latter being a quotient of A) and ~¢¢t2) ~ j ,  the heading of this section may 
be rephrased by saying that the subgroup ,.,~¢ (2)/o¢" of,.~//o ¢- ----- Sp acts trivially on U. The group 
~(t2~/j ,  which we denote by Sp ~2), is just the kernel of the map Sp ~ Sp2 induced by the 
quotient map H 1 (M, Z) --, H~ (M, Z2). We shall need the fact that, just as Sp is generated by 
all transvections T~ (where c is primitive in HI(M, Z)), Sp ~2) is generated by all square 
transvections T 2. The formula T 2 (x) = x + 2(c.x)c shows that T 2 does indeed act trivially on 
H 1 (M, Z2), i.e. is in Sp ~2). We have then: 
LEMMA 5. I f  V is a symplectic space (over Z) of rank 2g, then Sp t2) ( V ) is generated by square 
transvections. 
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The proof  of  this classical looking lemma is not central to our purposes and is deferred to 
the appendix. 
Since all transvections are conjugate in Sp (V), the same is true of all square transvections, 
and we have: 
COROLLARY. Sp(2)~ V) is the normal closure in Sp (V) of any square transvection. 
We now apply Lemma 5 to prove the principal result of  this section, namely: 
LEMMA 6. Sp(2)(g), and hence ~n g.~,"(2) acts trivially on U o, ~ = j / j2 .  
Proof Since the subgroup of Sp (g) which acts trivially on Us, ~ is normal in Sp, we need 
only show that a single square transvection acts trivially on U. For this purpose we use the 
finite set of  chain map generators for J produced in [3,l and will show (using the notation of  
that paper) that C 2 = T 2 acts trivially on the U-images of  all straight- and/~-chain generators. 
Since C~ (q) = c~ unless f = 2, C 2 certainly acts trivially on r-chain maps and on straight chain 
maps which do not begin either with 2 or with l j, j > 3. The equation C21 , f  =f  in U is 
equivalent to C2, (h , f )= h , f  for any heSp commuting with C~, e.g. any word in 
C1, C3, C4 . . . . .  C2g and their inverses. For  example, if f begins with lj (j > 3) then Ci -1 , f  
begins with 2j, so we need only examine straight chains beginning with 2. Likewise, using C3, 
C , , . . . ,  C,g we may in the manner of [,3,l "reduce" such a chain to a consecutive chain. In this 
way we have reduced the problem to showing that C12 , [ .23 . . .  2k + 1,l - [.23 . . .  2k + 1,l 
rood j2 .  Now in the course of  the proof  of  Lemma 7 of  [,3,l it was shown that 
C1 * [.23 ' • • 2k + 1,l'[,23 • • • 2k + 1,l - 1 _ (C~- 1, [.23 • • • 2k + 1,l" [,23 • • • 2k + 1,l- 1)-.1 
in v~, i.e. C1 * [.23 • • • 2k + 1,l = [.23 • • • 2k + 1]'Ci-  I ,  [.23 • • • 2k + 1] -  t. [.23 • • • 2k + 1]. 
But everything commutes rood j2 ,  so the above reduces to the congruence 
C1 * [.23 • • • 2k + 1,l - C~- a ,  [.23 • • • 2k + 1,l- 1. [.23 • • • 2k + 1] 2 
- C~ -1 [.23 • • • 2k+ 1,l rood jr2 
i.e. C~ • [.23 • • • 2k + 1,l -- [.23 • • • 2k + 1,l mod j~2, Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. [,,.~(2), Jf'l ---- jr2. 
Proof The lemma tells us that [.~(2), .~¢"l C ,~2. To show the reverse inclusion we must 
only show that ~ ' / [ J t  '~2), J ' l  is a Z2-vector space. It is certainly abehan since [,~12), J ' l  ~ J ' ,  
and it is generated by the images of BP maps, so we need only show that the square of any BP 
map is in [,At '¢2~, f l .  This follows immediately from Lemma 11 of  [7]. 
We may now write U = J / [ ,~  '~2), J ' l ;  recalling the discussion given in Section 2 
concerning the latter group, we have U is an ,4f/,41 c2~ = SP2 module, and any chain 
(cl . . . . .  c.) o fH~ (M, Z2) determines a unique element [,cl, • • •, c.,l ~ U which is in T i fn  is 
even. The law a (hfh- 1) _- h (a ( f ) )  for h e,M, fe  J projects down into U to give the equation 
~r(h.f) = h(cr(f)); in other words, a: Uo, 1 --, B3o.1 is an Sp2-module homomorphism. 
§5. ¢ IS AN ISOMORPHISM 
LEMMA 7. iT: Ua, I ~ B~, t is an isomorphism. 
Proof It was shown in [3,l, Theorem 3 that J s .  1 is generated by 42 elements. This implies 
that dim U3,1 is at most 42. But a is surjective and dim BI, 1 = ~ -- 20 + 15 + 6 + 1 
i=O 
-- 42. This proves the lemma. 
Our approach to the case of  higher genus will be to show that Ker  ~ is generated by 
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elements of Ug, x which are in some sense "carried by" genus 3 subsurfaces of Mg, 1, and then 
apply some form of Lemma 7 to conclude that these elements must be zero. We begin by 
developing some necessary tools to support his strategy. 
I fX  is a symplectic Z 2-vector space we can define the Boolean algebra Bx of X just as was 
done in Section 2 for H~ (M, Z2): it is the Z2-algebra generated by all symbols ~ (x s X) and 
satisfying x+y = ~+y+x'y  and ~2 = £. The subspace of k-nomials is denoted by B k. If 
X ~ H 1 (Mo, 1, Z2) then we get an obvious map B k --* B~, i- 
LEMMA 8. B~ ~ B k, 1 is injective. 
Proof. Choose a basis el . . . . .  e2g of H 1 (M, Z) such that e~ . . . . .  e2m is a basis for X. 
Then the image of the above map consists of all Boolean polynomials of degree < k which 
involve only el . . . . .  e2., and this is clearly isomorphic to B k, Q.E.D. We will henceforth 
identify B k with this subspace of B k, l- 
Suppose that Mk, ~ is a subsurface of Mg, x of genus k with one boundary component. A 
map O~k, 1 ~ ~g, 1 is induced by extending any mapfe  Jk, 1 by the identity to a map on all of 
Mg, 1, In turn, we have an induced map Uk, 1 --~ Uo, ~. 
LEMMA 9. The image of Uk, I ~ Ug,~ depends only on the (symplectic) subspace 
Hx (Mk, 1, Z2) c H 1 (Mg, 1, Z2). For k = 3 the map Uk, 1 ~ Ug, 1 is actually injective. 
Proof. Denote the subspace Hz(Mk,1, Z2) by X and let AT/k, 1 be any other surface 
contained in Mg, 1 such that H 1 (Mk, 1,22) = X. As shown in the proof of [7], Theorem 1A, 
there is a map h • ~(a,2)~ such that h (Mk, 1) = A~/k, 1, and we clearly have 
Im (JR, 1 ~ °'t~0, 1 ) = h" Im (oCk, 1 "-* oCg, 1 )" h - 1. Hence 
Im(0k, 1 ~ Ug, 1)= h*Im(Uk,1--* Uo, I). But h acts trivially on Ug, 1, so the r.h.s, is still 
Im (Uk, ~ --' Ug, 1), and we have proved the first statement. 
As for the second, note first that for any k the diagram 
Uk, x-~---~ B3 
commutes. This is 
easily seen by examining a typical genus 1 BP generator f = T v T~- 1 of Jk. 1, where 7 w 6 = ~S, 
S a subsurface of Mk, l: for if Hx (S, Z2) ~_ Hx (Mg.~, Z2) is generated by a, b, c where c zs 
the class ofT, then tr ( f )  is the polynomial rib ( (+ 1), independently of whether we are thinking 
of f as a map of Mk, t or a map of Mg, 1- By the two preceding lemms, when k = 3 the map 
U3.~ &Bax~B~,I  is injective, which in turn implies that U3,1 --. U0.1 is also injective, 
Q.E.D. 
Given any 2k-dimensional symplectic subspace X of Ht (Mg, t, Z2) there is always a 
subsurface M~, ~ c Mg, z with H1 (Mk, ~, Z2) = X. Hence it makes sense to define U x as the 
image of Uk, ~ in Ug, 1. 
Definition 3. Let X be a 2k-dimensional symplectic subspace of H1 (Mg. x, Z2) and let f 
be an element of Ug, 1- We say X carries f if f•  Ux, or equivalently, if there is a surface 
Mk, x c Mg, 1 with Hx (Mk, t, Z2) = X and a diffeomorphism representingfwhose support is 
contained in Mk, 1 (that is, f = 1 on Mg, ~ - Mk, 1). The lemma tells us that the truth of this 
condition is independent of the particular Mk, 1 chosen to test it. 
COROLLARY TO LEMMA 9. Let X be a symplectic subspace (of Hi  (Mo, 1, Z2)) of dimension 
<_ 6 and suppose f, g E Ug, 1 are carried by X. Then f= g iff tr(f) = ~(g) in Baa, 1. 
Proof. Since X may be extended to a symplectic subspace of dimension exactly 6, and f, g 
are clearly still carried by the larger subspace, we may assume dim X = 6. But then Lemmas 9 
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and 7 tell us that a: Ux ~ B3x is an isomorphism, and the result follows from the 
Ux ° , 
commutativity of incl..I ~incL and the injectivity of Ux -* B3x ~ B~,I. 
Uo.  t o " B3o, 1 
This corollary gives us a means of comparing elements in Uo. 1 which will be useful in the 
following. 
As an example of the "carrying" concept, let (cl, • • •, c.) be a chain ofX c H, (Mg, 1, Ze): 
then [cl . . . . .  c.]eUu, 1 is carried by X. For if we choose M,,, ~ Mg. , such that 
HI (M~. ~, Z2) = X then we may lift the chain (c~ . . . . .  c.) to a geometric chain (~1 . . . . .  y.) of 
SCC's in Mk, 1 such that the homology class of 3'~ is q, and then [3'1, • • •, ~.] is a map in Jg. 1 
with support in Mk, 1 and represents [Cl . . . . .  c.]. The same kind of argument will show that 
if he Spz, fe  U and f is carded by X then h . f  is carried by h(X). 
We return now to the problem of showing that tr: Ug, t --' B3, ~ is an isomorphism. In order 
to do so, we filter U¢, ~ by the kernels of the module homomorphisms tr: U--, B3/B ~, 
i= 2,1,0. We will produce generators for each of these kernels in turn, our ultimate goal being 
to show that Ker (U --, Ba/B °) is just Z2 and hence, easily, a is an isomorphism. We first need 
some information about the adjacent quotients Bk/B ~- 1. 
PROPOSmON 4. The Z2-1inear map q: B~, 1 --* A~, 1 mod 2 which sends B~,-~ 1 to zero and the 
k-nomial eil, P.i2"''eik to eq A ei2A ei~ is a surjective Sp2-module homomorphism with 
kernel k- x Bg,  1 • 
This was proved when k = 3 in [6], Lemma 8, and as remarked there the proof holds with 
no essential change for all k. We will henceforth identify Bk/B k- ~ and A k mod 2 via the 
isomorphism induced by q. 
The kernel of UZ* B3/B a = A 3 mod 2 is just T. In fact, as shown in [6], Theorem 4, the 
following square commutes: 
A ~ ~ 'A  a 
o~ ~®z2 
B 3 ~ A 3 mod 2 
Tensoring with Z 2 we get the commutative triangle 
U 
B 3 - -g - - "  A 3 rood 2 
and hence z®Z2 is the same as the map U ~ B3/B 2 = A 3 rood 2, which shows by Lemma 4(b) 
that the kernel of this map is indeed T. By the corollary to Lemma 3, T is generated by all 2- 
chain "maps" [a, b]. But note that (by Corollary, Prop. 1) for any pair of 2-chains (a, b) and 
(a', b') of H~ (M, Z2) there is an heSp2 such that h • [a, b] = [a', b']. In other words, Ker 
(U --* Ba/B 2) = Tis generated as an Sp2-module by any 2-chain map [a, b]. We will show that 
there is a similar module generator for each of the kernels U o B3/B ~. To get these our main 
tool will be 
LEMMA 10. Let ¢p: P--, Q be a surjective homomorphism of Z2(SP2)-modules and put 
K = Ker ¢p. Let {Gi} be a set oftransvective generators of Sp2. Suppose that {p~} is a set of 
module generators of P such that {qi = ¢P (P J)} forms a Z2-basis for Q; then there are unique 
numbers ~ok ~ Z2 such that G i (p j) - ~, ~ ok P~ ~ K, and these elements e 0 are module generators 
k 
of K. 
Proof. Gi(p~ ) -~,  ~okphe K iff Gi(qj) -~,  ~okqk = 0, and thus the ~ijk'S are uniquely 
k k 
determined by the fact that the qk'S form a Z2-basis for Q. 
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To prove the final statement, note first that by hypothesis every p e P is a sum of the form 
h(pj) where (h, j) ranges over some subset of Sp2 × (index set of thej's). If, for any h ~ Sp2, 
(h , j )  
we define ct,j t to be the unique elements of Z 2 such that h(qj) = ~ c%tq~ then it is clear that 
l 
Hence 
p= ~ h(p j )eK~ ~ c%tq ,=0~ ~ ahj ,=0  for alll. 
(h , j )  (h, j ) , l  (h, j)  
P=P--~(th~j)~tnJt)Pt= h~,j)(h(P~)--~CthitPt )" 
By definition of the ~hjt's, each parenthetical term in the final sum is actually in K; this shows 
that as h ranges over Sp2 andj over its index set, the set of elements Ah~ = h (pj) -~  Othjtp t are 
z 
generators ofK. Note in particular that ifh = G~ then Ahj = e~. To show that an arbitrary Ahj 
is in the module generated by the %'s we proceed by induction, as follows. 
Express h as a word in the G[s. Since the G[s are transvective, G 2 = 1 in Sp2 and hence the 
word does not require the inverses of the G[s. Let the length of h be the minimal number of 
letters required of a word whose product is h. We assume that Ahj is in the module of the %'s 
for all h of length < n. If the length ofh is n, write h = G~h' where h' has length n - 1. We have 
then 
= GI(Ah,j) + ~ Oth'jIGi(Pt) --~ C~hjtPt 
l I 
In other words, 
l I ,m l 
By the induction hypothesis, the first two terms are in the module generated by the %'s. 
Changing dummy summation i dices, we may rewrite the remaining terms as 
l ,m m 
This element is also in K and hence its image X(~ gh'f l  ~ilm --~hjm I qm is zero .  The linear 
m\l  / 
independence of the qm's over Z 2 implies then that ~ ~h'jt ~i~m -- ~%s = 0 for all m, and hence 
l 
that~(~cth'J'°tu'~--°%m) p'~=Oaswell'ThusAhj=Gi(Ah'j)+~'cq'J'e"andisinthem°dule, 
generated by the eij's, Q.E.D. 
• . o" We will apply this lemma to the surjectlve map T-~ B2/B  1 --- A 2 mod 2. Its kernel, which 
we denote by S, is also the kernel of U ~ Ba/B x. Note further that the a-image of the two- 
chain "map" [a, b] 6Tis a/~ in B 2, which reduces to a ^  b in A 2 mod 2. If now (c x , . . . ,  c2g) is 
any 2g-chain of H 1 (Mg, 1, Z2), we have: 
LEMMA 11. The 2-chain "maps" t~j = [ c~, ci + l +c~+2+ "" +cj ] ,  1 <_ i < j < 2g, have 
a-imaoes which form a Z2-basis of A 2 mod 2. 
Proof The image of t 0 in A 2 mod2 is just 2ij = C i A (C i+ l+ " ' "  + C j). This gives 
(22)= dim (A2 mod 2)elementsand soit suffices to show that the2's generateA 2 mod 2. But 
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2i , i+ 1 .~-- CiA Ci+1, and for j  > i+1, 2ij-).~,~_ 1= C~A C~. Since the set of all CiA C~ (i < k) 
form a basis for A 2 mod 2, the result follows. 
As we have previously noted, any single to is a module generator of T, so we are in a 
position to apply Lemma 10 to the elements t o to get module generators of S. We first need 
transvective g nerators ofSp2, and for this purpose we use the Humphries generators C~ = Tc, 
(i = 1, 2 . . . . .  2g) and B = Tb where b = cl + ca (see [2] for a proof that these generate Sp2; 
also compare [3], sections 2, 3). 
Definition 4. If (a, b, c) is a 3-chain of H 1 (M, Z2) we put t3(a, b, c) = [b, c] - [a + b, c] 
+ [a, b + c] - [a, b]e T. This is well defined since the pair of elements in each bracket is a 2- 
chain. I fX is any symplectic subspace of Hi (M, Z2) which contains a, b, c then each 2-chain is 
a chain of X, and hence X carries d (a, b, c). 
LEMMA 12. I f (a,  b, c) is any 3-chain then S is module-generated by t~(a, b, c). 
Proof. We first show the truth of the lemma for any genus 3 surface M = Ma. 1. In this 
case a: T ~ B 2, x and a:S ~B~. 1 so we must only show that_~(a, b c)is a module generator for 
Bg. 1. But a~(a, b, c) = bc + (a +b)6 +~(b +c)+ab = bc + (~+b + 1)~+ti(/~+(+ 1)+a-b 
= ~ + ~ = a + c. Since a + c ~ 0 in Ht (Ma. 1, Z2) (this is part of the definition of a 3-chain) 
the Sp2-module generated by a+c  is just the Z2-subspace generated by all 
~(x e Hx (M3.1, Z2)), which is easily seen to be all ofB~. 1 (or see e.g. the proof of Lemma 3 in 
[5]). 
To prove the lemma for O > 3, let So be the submodule of Tgenerated by O(a, b, c); since 
a(O(a, b, c)) = 0 in B2/B 1, So is contained in S. First note that if (a', b', c') is any 3-chain of 
HI (M0, ~, Z2) then (3 (a', b', c') e So: for by the corollary to Proposition 1there is an h e Sp2 (O) 
such that (a', b', c') = (h(a), h(b),.h(c)) and hence (by Proposition 4) O (a', b', c') = h ,  a(a, b, c). 
We next show that any elementfe S which is carried by a 6-dimensional symplectic subspace 
X of Hi (M, Z2) is in So. For in this casefe S c~ Ux = Ker (a: Ux ~ Bax/B] ) and so, by what 
we have already proved for genus 3, there is a 3-chain (a', b', c') of X and elements h~ e Sp2 (X)  
such that f = ~ h~ • O(a', b', c') in U x. If we extend h~ to maps/~ - Sp2 (O) by the identity on X ~, 
i 
we have f = ~/~i * t3 (a', b', c') in Ug, 1. But t3 (a', b', c') is in So, and hence so is f. 
i 
Using the Humphries generators of Sp2 we now apply Lemma 10 to the elements 
tjk = [C j, Cj+ a + " " + Ck] to get generators of S, and then show that they are all contained in 
So. To begin with, B .  tjk either is equal to tjk (whence the corresponding e-generator p oduced 
by Lemma 10 is zero), or we havej < 4 < k. But in the latter case, both t~k and B • tjk are carried 
by the 6-dimensional symplectic subspace. 
{sub(Cl, C2,C3, c4, c5, c6) if k-<66} 
X= sub(Cl,C2, Ca, C4, C5, C6+. . .+ck  ) if k> ' 
and the image of B,  tjh in A 2 mod 2 can be expressed as a linear combination of elements of 
the form c~ a (C~ + 1 + C~ + 2 + " " ") where both factors ofthe wedge are in X. The corresponding 
e-generator fS will then be a sum ofB • tjk and terms t~m , all of which are carried by X, which 
implies that said e-generator is in So. 
On the other hand, consider Ci • tjk: this is clearly equal to tjk unless i = j - 1,j + 1, k - 1 or 
k. For these four cases we get: 
(a) Cj_ 1 *tjk = [Cj_i+Cj, Cj+ 1 + . . .  +Ck] has the same image (cj-1 +c j )^ (cj+l + "'" 
+ck) in A 2 rood2 as t j _ l .k+t j_ t , j+t jk .  
(b) Cj+ 1 * tjk = tjk if k = j  + 1, otherwise = [cj + c~+ t, cj+2 + "'" + ck], which has the 
same image in A 2 rood 2 as t~k + t~,~+ 1 + tj+ 1,k 
(C) Ck- 1 * tjk = tjk if k = j + 1, otherwise = tj.k_ x- 
(d) Ck*t~k = t~,~+l 
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The only non-trivial e-generators produced by applying Lemma 10 to the above are then 
Cj_ l*t jk  +t j _Lk  +t )_ l , j+t jk=O(C j_ l ,C j ,  Cj+l + " " " +Ck)~S o
and 
Cj+ l * tgk + tjk + tj.j+ l + lj+ l, k (k >j+l )  = t3(cj, cg+ l, Cg+ 2 + " ' '  + Ck)~ S o 
This concludes the proof. 
LEMMA 13. ~(a, b, c) depends only on a + c, that is, only on the radical of  the subspace 
sub (a, b, c). 
Proof In the previous lemma we saw that gO(a, b, c) = a + c and a + c is the generator of 
the radical of  sub (a, b, c). For  genus 3 surfaces tr is an isomorphism so the lemma holds in this 
case. Let then 9 > 4 and let (a, b, c) and (a', b', c') be two 3-chains with a + c = a' + c' = e; the 
subspaces which the two 3-chains generate may also be written sub (a, b, e) and sub (a', b', e) 
respectively. We put p = ~ (a, b, c) and p' = ~ (a', b', c'). I f  both p and p' are carried by a 
common symplectic subspace of dimension < 6 then, since a(p) = ~ = a(p'), we will have 
p = p' by the corollary to Lemma 9. Let W = sub (a, b, a', b', e); its dimension is at most 5 and 
(since it contains sub (a, b, e)) at least 3. Several cases arise. 
(a) dim W = 3: then W = sub (a, b, e) and rad W = sub (e). By Corol lary 1 of Pro- 
position 1, W is contained in a symplectic subspace of dimension dim W + dim rad W = 4 
and this subspace carries both p and p', so p = p'. 
(b) dim W= 4: then since e e rad  W, d imrad  W must be 2 and hence dim W 
+ dim rad W = 6, so p = p' follows as in case (a). 
(c) dim W= 5 and dim rad W= 1: Again dim W+dim rad W = 6 and so p = p' as 
before. 
Since a'b = 1, dim rad W < 5 and the only remaining case is: 
(d) dim W = 5 and dim rad W = 3: In this case sub (a, b) is a maximal symplectic 
subspace of W and we can write a '= a l+e 1 and b '= bl q--e 2 where a l ,b lesub(a ,b ) ,  
el, e 2 e rad W and hence a I "b~ = 1 (Proof: Let al = ata + fib where ~ = a"b, fl = a"a, and 
similarly for bx; the other statements now follow fairly easily.). Consider then the four 
elements of  S: p = t3 (a, b, c), pl = d (a 1, b 1, al + e), P2 = t3 (a', b 1, a' + e), p' = t~ (a', b', c'). Note 
that p~ and P2 are well defined because both (a 1, b 1, al +e)  and (a', bl, a '+  e) are indeed 3- 
chains. Now the respective subspaces generated by these four 3-chains are sub (a, b, e), 
sub (al, bl, e), sub (a', bl, e) and sub (a', b', e), each of whose radicals is generated by e. 
Furthermore, any adjacent pair of  these subspaces generates a subspace of dimension < 4, 
and hence we may apply cases (a) and (b) to conclude that p = p~ = P2 = P'. This finishes the 
proof. 
Definition 5. I f  e ~ 0 is an element of  HI(Mg, I, Z2) then let [el be that element of  
S c Ug, l given by ~(a, b, c), where (a, b, c) is any 3-chain such that a +c  = e. Lemma 13 tells 
us that I-e] is well defined. 
I-~MMA 14. [e-I is carried by any symplectic subspace X of dimension >- 4 such that e ~ X. I f  
h ~ Sp2 then h * I-el = [h (e)]. 
Proof The hypothesis on X implies that there are a, b ~ X satisfying a.b = 1, a'e = b.e 
= 0. But then (a, b, a + e) is a 3-chain in X and so [el = ~ (a, b, a + e) is carried by X. To prove 
the second statement, we have 
h . [e ]  = h.~(a,  b, a+e)  = O(h(a), h(b), h (a+e) )= [h(e)], since 
h(a) + h(a + e) = h(e). 
According to Lemma 12, S is module-generated by any single I-el, and thus we are now in a 
position with regard to S similar to that which we were prior to Lemma 11 with regard to T. In 
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fact, if we put R = Ker (U ~ B3/B °) = Ker (S & BI/B °) and identify B1/B ° with A l mod 2 
= HI (M, Z2), then we can repeat the procedure of Lemmas 11, 1 2, and 13 to get generators of
R. Now a[e] = ad(a, b, c) = ~, which reduces imply to e in BI/B ° = H, (M, Z2). Since the 
basic cycles ci(i = 1 . . . . .  20) of our chosen 20-chain form a basis for Ht (M, Z2), the maps 
[q] E S satisfy all the hypotheses of Lemma 10. The resulting (non-trivial) e-generators of R 
are then: 
(a) Ci- 1 * [ci] + [ci- 1] + [q] = [q-  1 + cJ  + [ci- 1] + [c,] 
(b) C,+ 1 * [ci] + [q] + [q+ 1] = [q + q+ 1] + [q] + [q+ 1] 
and, since B(c4) = cl + c3 +c4, 
(c) /~, [c,] + [cl] + [c~] + [c,] 
Definition 6. Given any pair of distinct non-zero vectors (x, y) of H 1 (M, Z2) we put 
d(x, y) = Ix + y] - [x] - [y] e S. We note that i fX is any symplectic subspace (of Hi (M, Z2)) 
of dimension > 4 containing both x and y, then by l.emma 14 X carries ~ (x, y); also, every 
such pair (x, y) is contained in a 4-dimensional symplectic subspace (by Proposition 1, 
Corollary 1). 
The above generators of R may now be rewritten as follows: 
(a) ~(c,_t, ci) 
(b) ~(ci, ci+l)  
(c) [c I q'- c 3 + c4] + [c 1"] + [c3  ] + [c4." ] = ([c 1 -~- c 3 + c4  ] + [c I + c3 ] -3 t- [c4"]) + ([Cl + c3" ]
+ [c l ]  "1- [c3"] ) = ~(c 1 --I- c3, c4) "4- ~(Cl, c3). 
Hence R is generated by all maps of the form d(x, y). 
EMMA 15. ~(x, y) = 0 in Ug. 1 if x.y = 0 and is independent ofx, y if x.y = 1. 
Proof o maps R into Bg°~ = Z 2 and ad(x, y) = a([x +y]  + [x] + [y]) = (x +y) +~+~ 
=~lC'~ ifx'Y = l~."a Since d(x,y) is  carried by a 4-dimensional symplectic subspace, the 
if x.y 
, /  
corollary to l.emma 9 then tells us that d(x, y) = 0 in Ug, 1 iff x.y = 0. Suppose that x.y 
= x"y' = 1. We claim that W = sub (x, y, x', y') is contained in a symplectic subspace X of 
dimension < 6 and hence that both d(x,y) and d(x',y') are carried by X. By the same 
corollary we will then have d (x, y) = ~ (x', y'). 
To prove the claim, note that dim W is < 4; also, dim rad W < 2 since x.y = 1. Thus 
dim W + dim rad W < 6 and so by the first corollary to Proposition 1, Wis indeed contained 
in a symplectic subspace of dimension < 6. This completes the proof of Lemma 15. 
COROLLARY. R = Z 2 for all genera >_ 3, and R ~ Bo ° 1 is an isomorphism. 
Proof R is generated by the single element a(a, b) where a.b = 1,andat3(a, b) -- l in B o.1 ,o  
Q.E.D. 
The following further corollaries are the main theorems of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. a: Ug. 1 ~ Bag. 1 is an isomorphism for all g >_ 3. 
Proof o is surjective and Ker o = Ker (R ~ B °) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. l f  C~ is the common kernel of all the Birman-Craggs homomorphisms: J ~ Z2, 
then ~ = [.$¢(2), j ]  = j2 .  
Proof It was shown in [5], Theorem 6 (see also [51 Section 9, particularly Lemma 11) 
that the kernel ofo: Y ~ B 3 is precisely ~; by Theorem 1 it is also y2  = [~2~, •], Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 3. (a) Ag, 1 = Jg, 1/o¢'~, i is the pullback of ~r and z, 
Ag t 
that is, B31 ~ j j  " "~ '~ A 3 is a pullback diaffram. 
~Z2 
g,  1 
q~Ae3 ~ rood2 
(b) fe Jg ,  t is in ~,1 l i f t( f)  = 0 and a(f) = O. 
Proof. (a) follows from Lemma 4(c) and the commutativity of 
A 
quot ie~ 
U o ~ B3 
A 3 rood 2 
and (b) follows from (a). 
§6. THE RESULTS FOR CLOSED SURFACES 
The three theorems of the preceding section all have corresponding versions for closed 
surfaces which follow readily from the former. Let then, as in [3] and [41 M = Mg. 1 and flU in 
~M with a disc to obtain a closed surface M = Mg.o. If we write ~g, J for the mapping class 
groups of M and ~g, J for the corresponding roups of M we then have the familiar 
surjective map ~g --, ~(-with kernel denoted by K, and an exact sequence 
1 --, K--, J - ,  ~- ,  1. 
There is also an isomorphism H1 (M, Z) --, HI (~4, Z) induced by inclusion and we identify 
these two groups thereby (and likewise for H~ (M, Z2) and Hx (M, Z2) ). Finally, we put 
A = J / J '  and U = j / j2  as usual and let A, U be the corresponding quotients of ~. There 
are induced surjections A --, .4, U --* U, and their respective kernels KA, Ku are just the images 
of K in A, U respectively. 
The homomorphisms r, ~ are defined on A, U as follows: 
g 
(a) If ai, bi ( i= l  . . . .  ,#) is a symplectic basis for Ht (M,Z)  then 0--  ~ a i^bi~ 
i= l  
A2H1 (M, Z) is independent of choices and the map H l (~t Z) x -. x ^ 0  A 3 Hz (~,  Z) is one to 
one. The cokernel, which is free abelian ofrank (~) -  2g, is denoted by V, and the torsion f: 
A~ V is a (surjective) map defined in such a way that the diagram ~ ~ If  commutes 
A~,I -V  
(see [6], Section 6). It was also shown in [6] (see Lemma 7A) that z(KA) = Im (H~ (M, Z) 
X- '*  X A t7 ~ 3 
Ao,1). 
g 
(b) Similarly, e = ~ a,/~, ~ B~., is independent of the choice of symplectic basis a~, b~ of 
i=1  
H~ (M, Z 2) and the map B~., ~ ~ x~ > B~., (defined by multiplication in the algebra Bg. ~ )is also 
one to one. Its cokernel is a Z2-vector space of dimension (23)  + (22)  which we will denote 
U >U 
by B~,o, and ~: U ~ Bg3,o is a surjective map defined in such a way that ~r ~ l ~ 
i : /3 ~ 3  
• -'g, 1 _ .  ug ,p  
commutes (see [5], Lemma 15 and following). Analogous to the final statement ot (a) above 
we have 
LEMMA 16. fe  U is in K v iff a(f)  is of the form xat for some xeB~,l. 
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Proof As in the proof of [6], Lemma 7A, K = Ker (,~" --, ,~) is generated by BP maps of 
genus g - 1. I f f  = TrT~- 1 is such a map and ~ u 6 = dS, then Hi (S, Z2) c HI (M, Z2) has a 
basis ai, b~ (i = 1 . . . . .  g - 1) and c, where {a~, b~} is sympleetic and c is the class of ~. The 
formula for a (f) is then ai/Ji (6+ 1). We may extend the above basis to a full symplectic 
i=  
basis a~, b~ (i = 1 . . . .  , g - 1) c, d of l i t  (M, Z2), and then noting that 6(6 + 1) = 0 rewrite a (f) 
as ai/Ji+ (6+1) = (e+l)~. This shows that o(Kv)c  B~,~.c~ and that o(Kv)  
contains all elements of the form (~+ 1)a, c a non-zero element of HI (M, Z2). This easily 
implies that a(Ku) is all of B~'a. But a is an isomorphism, hence we also have 
K v = a-  1 (B l.a), Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. 0: U "'  B~. o is an isomorphism for all g > 3. 
Proof The commutativity of
U >U 
1 muir. by a -3  
0 -Bs. 1 ~'Ha. 1 ----*B3.o >0 
and the surjectivity of U a_, Bo3.1 --, Bo3.o implies the surjectivity of 0. Also, i f fE  U satisfies 
0( f )  = 0, lift f to  f~ U and conclude that a( f )  = x~ for some x ~ B~, 1 and hence by Lemma 
16 that feKu .  But then f= 0 and so # is injective, Q.E.D. 
Let ~ be the common kernel of all the Birman-Craggs homomorphisms: J --, Z2. 
THEOREM 5. For a closed surface of genus > 3 we have ~ = [~(~2~, ]  = ~2. 
Proof ~ = Ker # by [5], Lemma 11, and Ker 0 = ~ 2 by Theorem 4. The fact that 
~2 = [~t2~, ,~] follows from the fact that these two groups are the images in J of j2 ,  
[..¢t ' 2~, J ]  respectively, Q.E.D. 
The diagram D l: 
B3 J A"~A 3 
O, 1 .  / g , l  
A~.I mod2 
is a pullback by Theorem 3. It contains the folllowing diagram D 2 of subgroups: 
KA 
B ~" l "~q' ' - .~ ~ '~z  I ( M" Z ) ^  0 
H 1 (M, Z) ^  0 mod 2 
we claim that this diagram is also a pullback. In fact, the injectivity of the map of K A into the 
direct sum of its two target groups follows trivially from the same fact for A, so we need only 
prove 
LEMMA 17. Let x ~ B ], 1 and y ~ H t ( M, Z) be such that q (x~) =- y A 0 mod 2 in A 3g. x mod 2. 
Then there is an e lementf~Ka such that a( f )  = x~, x(f) = y A 0. 
Proof Since z(KA) = Im ( H I ( M, Z) y-'y ^ o ~, A o ,3 1 ) choose fo ¢ K A such that x ( fo ) = y ^ O. 
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Then q(x~-a( fo )  ) = q(xot) - ' r ( fo)(~Z 2 = q(x~)--(y A O)(~Z 2 = O, SO xcc--~r(jo)eKer q
=Bg, l. Also, fo~KA~a( fo )=Xo~ for some xoeB~, l ,  and hence x~-a( fo )=(x  
-Xo)Ot~B~, 1. This implies easily that (x-Xo)~ is either 0 or ~. Now the twist T~ on the 
boundary curve of M is in K and a (T~) = ~. Hence let 
~'0 if (X-Xo)~ =0 } 
fl ~KA be/.the image in A of T,~ if (x -Xo)Ct = ~t ' 
Putting f=fo  +fl, f is also in K a and we find r ( f )=  ~ (fo)= y/x 0 and a ( f )= Xo~ + 
(x -Xo)0t = mr, Q.E.D. This finishes the proof that the subgroup diagram D2 is also a 
pullback. 
The quotient diagram got by dividing out DI by the corresponding subgroups of De is the 
commutative diagram D3: 
a ,o j v 
V®Z2 
Then the following theorem follows from a standard diagram chase or by a general 
nonsense theorem to the effect that in an exact sequence 0-+ D~-+ D2--, D3--*0 of 
commutatitve squares wherein D~, D2 are pullbacks and Dt has one of its terminal maps 
surjective, D 3 must also be a pullback. 
V®Z2 
(b) fe J  is in ~ '  iff f ( f )  = 0 and O(f)  = 0. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 5 
The proof is broken into five steps: 
LEMMA 5A. Let V be symplectic of rank 2 over the integers with symplectic basis a, b', then Sp(2)( V ) is generated by 
T 2, T~ and T2_b . (a, b and a -b  are clearly primitive). 
Proof. In terms of the basis a, b the elements of Sp become all 2 × 2 integer matrices of determinant l and Sff 2> 
becomes all those congruent o the identity matrix mod 2. The action of the three square transvections i  
Tf: b - '  a T~: ; :  a -2b  2 .a~3a-2b  
b+2a b Ta-b' b - ,  2a -b  
so our problem is to show that any unimodular matrix (~ ~)congruentto(10 ~) mod 2 is a word product in the 
-2  3 -2  
matrices(12 01)'(10 1 ) ' (2 -1 )  'andthe i r inverses 's ince /~=-3 , - -0m°d2 '~3=l+f l3 , - : lm°d4ands°ct  
(~ ~)(32 --21) (3ct+,2fl : )  --=6=-- + lmod4.1 fa~-3- -  - lmod4then  = and3~t+2fl= + lmod4.  Thus 
we need only show that if e~ - f17 = 1 with fl, 3' even and a, 6 --- 1 rood 4 then is a word product in A 
=( ;  ~)andB=(10 : )  and their inverses. We use an inductive argument on the positive odd integer n 
= max (1~1, 161). 
Ifn = 1 then the fact that ct, 6 ~- 1 rood 4 implies that ct = 6 = 1. Hence either fl or 3, must be zero, which implies 
respectively that is a power of either ,4 or B. Assume now the inductive hypothesis for max (le[, L 61) < n and 
7 6 
examine the case max ( l e I, 16 I) = n >- 3. We note first t hat e 6 and f17 are integers differing by 1 and hence I ~6 ] and I B'/I 
are non-negative integers differing by one, i.e. 1~61 -1f13,1 = + 12 We cannot have both I~1 and 13,1 greater than n, for 
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then we would have I~1 ~ n 2, I~1 ~ tn + 1) 2 > n 2 + 1 and I~1 -I/~Yl < - 1, a contradiction. Also I/~1, I~1 cannot 
equal n since they are even. 
Assume then, for example, that I/~1 < n. If denotes the nearest integer to ~,  we have 
But a -2 ,{2~ } =2[[]l 2~-{2~},andthesecondabso luteva lueonther .h .s .  is-<~.Thus a -2~{2~} <1~1 
< n, and likewise 6 -2 l /  < n. Furthermore, e -2~ is still congruent o 1 rood4. By induction 
A -  A -_~_  is in the group generated by A, B and hence so is . 
i f insteadwehavel~/ l<nthenbytheaboveargument( :  ~)r=( ;  Y ) i s in thegroupgeneratedbyAandB,  
and hence is in the group generated by .4 r = B and B r = A, Q.E.D. 
We now assume inductively the truth of Lemma 5 for all symplectic spaces of rank < 20 - 2, and that g > 2. Let 
V be of rank 20 and G be the subgroup of Sp ~2~ (l/) generated by all square transvections, and let f be any element of 
Sp~2~(I/). 
LEMMA 5B. I f  f f ixes elements a, be  V such that a'b = 1 then f E G. 
Proof. f acts trivially on sub (a, b) and hence takes the subspace {a, b } ± into itself. The latter is symplectic of rank 
2g-  2, and so by induction f is the product of square transvections of the form T~, c ~ {a, b} ±, Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5C. l f  a~ V is primitive and f(a) = +.a then f~G.  
Proof. There is a be V such that a'b = I (Proof: Apply Proposition 1, Corollary 1). Assume frst that f(a) --- a. 
Then 1 ---f(a).f(b) = a'f(b), so f(b) must be of the form na + b + w for some integer nand some w in {a, b} ±. Also, 
f~  Sp ~2~  n = 2m is even and w = 2v for some v 6 {a, b} ±. Apply 7",- 2<,.- ~ tof(b) to get 2a + b + 2v; the same map 
applied to a leaves it unchanged. Note that a + v is primitive since (a + v)'b = 1, and that T~-+2~ also fixes a. Applying it 
to 2a + b + 2v gives b, and thus T~~ vT~-2~,.-~f, which is still in Sp~2)(V), fixes both a and b and hence is in G by 
Lemma 5B. HencefeG also. 
If nowf(a) = - a, then by Lemma 5A the symplectic map h which is the identity on {a, b } ± but negates a and b is 
a product of the square transvections T 2, T 2, T ~_ ~, i.e. h ~ G. But then hffixes a and so is in G, whencefis again in G. 
LEMMA 5D. l f  a~ V is primitive and f(a).a = 0 then f~G.  
Proof. Choose b so that a'b = 1 and let m =f(a).b. Thenf(a) - ma is in {a, b} ± so we may write f(a) = ma + nv 
where v is a primitive vector of {a, b } ±. The fact thatf~ Sp ~2~ implies that m is odd and n is even. Having chosen aand 
b, the non-negative integer N/= rain (Im l, In I) is well defined for any f~  Sp 12~ satisfying f (a) 'a = O. Our proof will 
proceed by induction on this integer. If N: -- 0 then n = 0 and the primitivity off(a) requires that m --- + l,f(a) = 
+ a and sof~ G follows from the previous lemma. Let then N/> 0 and assume inductively that for all g ~ Sp ~2) such 
that #(a).a = 0 and N o < N/we have g e G. We begin by choosing a vector w e {a, b} ± such that v.w = 1 (possible 
since {a, b} ± is symplectic and v is primitive). 
If N/= I nl < I ml then using the equalities w.a = (a + w).a = 0 and w.v = Ca + w).v = - 1 we have 
T2k T-2k 
f(a) "+ ~, (m - 2kn)a + nv - 2knw + • (m - 2kn)a + nv 
t.t If we choose k = ~ , then Im -2knl  2~n < Inl = N: .  But the inequality must be strict since the 
= Tw T++ wfsatlsfies g(a).a = 0 and N o < N:  so it is in G; this two sides have opposite parity. Hence the map g -2k 2k • 
gives us f¢  G as well. 
If on the other hand N = Iml < Inl then use the equalities b.a = (b + v).a = - 1 and b.v = (b + v).v = 0 to get 
T 2k Tb- 2k 
f(a) ~ + ~ ma - 2kmb + (n - 2km)v ma + (n - 2km)v 
Let k = I 2m } and as above we ~nd that ~/ = T~. 2kT ~kvf satis~es the inductive hyp~thesis~  is in G~and f is again in 
G. This concludes the proof of Lemma 5D. 
Finally, we prove Lemma 5 in the general case. Choose a, b as before and now write f(a) = d(~a + ~b) + v where 
v e {a, b } ± and ~ta +/]b is primitive, i.e. gcd (~t,//) = 1. The fact thatfe Sp c2~ (V) implies that d, ct are odd and fl is even. 
By Lemma 5A there is an h ~ 6 which is the identity on { a, b) ± and such that h (aa +//b) = a; hence hf(a) = da + v. 
But (da + v).a = 0, so hf~ G by Lemma 5D, and fe  G as claimed, Q.E.D. 
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